
 
 

Guide 
 
To make the perfect ring adorn you just as perfectly....   
 
When choosing the perfect size for your future ring, first familiarize yourself with the basics. 
These are three fundamental rules to keep in mind.   
 

First. Pay attention to ... the weather.   
High temperatures in summer can make our fingers more swollen, and thus increase their 
size.   
 
Second. The joints of the fingers are often slightly wider than the phalanges.   
Why is this so important? With this knowledge, you will ensure the highest comfort when 

wearing jewelry.  Choose a ring so that it passes through the finger at its widest point with 

slight resistance.   
 
Third. If pulling off the ring makes it difficult for you... take a look at its design.  When 
choosing a ring with a wide rail, it is worth it to make it half a size larger. More freedom of 
wearing guaranteed.   
 
Measurement at a jeweler   
 

Do you want to have the measurement done by a professional?   
Go to a jeweler. And for more than 100 percent certainty - to two jewelers.  
You will then make sure that just the size is right for you.   
 
Every goldsmith shop is equipped with special measuring rings that will determine your size. 
To the millimeter.   
 

Do you own a ring with the perfect size for you? Bring it to a specialist.  Based on it, the 

jeweler will determine what size you wear.   
 
Measurement at home   
Make a precise measurement in privacy, that is... do it at home.   
 
The first (and necessary!) step is to determine the diameter size that will fit you.   
 
Use the jewelry you already have - the one with a perfectly round shape and without any 
damage.   
 
Using a caliper, carefully measure the inner diameter in several places.   
 
Compare with the size chart below and know your size! 
 



 
 

Don't have reference jewelry at home?   
Use a ribbon!   
 
Wrap it around the widest part of your finger and mark the circumference. Then unwrap the 
ribbon and measure its length with a ruler. Finally, read the size from the table. Done! 


